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C H A R I T Y  V A U L T



Providing a resource to our
Frontline Heroes that serve

their communities every day. As
their professions having

overwhelming stresses that
cause depression, mental

illness, and PTSD



The Charity Vault was established to coexist within the
Charity Wallet. This wallet can be tracked at all times and
the community takes part in the assets, disbursement of

the funds, and how they are used every quarter along
with the charity funding matrix. 

The Frontline Heroes token project focus is on charitable
driving tokenomics and being able to support those that
serve. We will focus on the growth of the project through
collaboration and partnerships that best fit our Mission

and Vision of the Chairty Concept. 

The next page gives a visual reference of the Charity Vault
concept and then we will explain how partnerships and

collaborations are decided. 



"Saint Michael the archangel, defend us in battle. Be
our protection against the wickedness and snares of

the evil"



Website  | Telegram  | Twitter

How Does it Work?
We will partner and collaborate with other projects and
grow the Charity Wallet/ When we partner, we will request
a specific wallet that will forever hold the Frontline Heroes
Token, as we plan to do the same.

We will only sell reflections quarterly of all assets within
the Vault to acuminate as much funds as possible.

We will place these funds in the two respective categories. 
1. Charity Fund
2. Treasury Funds

The Chairty fund is the main concept and all
collaborations will be also publicized along side the FHT
Contributors / Investors.

The Treasury funds are those projects that sell FHT after
collaboration and the Chairty Vault holding will be
reinvested into the FHT eco-system to increase the value
of the Frontline Heroes token. 

https://twitter.com/frontlinetoken
https://t.me/frontlineheroestoken
https://twitter.com/frontlinetoken


Partnerships and Collaborations
Decided

The Frontline Heroes Token project will allow its investors
to help build this fund.

Any holder of FHT can submit a request through the
Frontline Heroes Token Website.

A list will be compiled and explanation of the request, as
for all investors to help the project decide what
partnerships and/or collaborations are chosen.

The community involvement will be key to the success of
not only the project but the overall awareness to future

and potential investors. 

Once a partnership is established and a spreadsheet
updated with wallet addresses for transparency the

community can track the sucess. 



How are funds secure?

First, I would like to let you know the project creator
has secured an EIN number for the Charity aspect of

the project and future development. 

What does this mean?
Well, the transparency of the project along with a US
Federal Backed 501(c) allows for investors to know

the project creator and to specifically track the funds
and transaction as this non-profit is public and

requires reporting to local and federal governments. 

Lastly, I want to ensure that the requirement of
partnership and collaborations is for each party to
make available a wallet holding and if any holder

sells those holdings below the initial investment will
void the partnership or collaboration agreement.

This should be long term investment opportunities
for both parties.  



THANK YOU
        FRONTLINE HEROES 


